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The growth behavior of small self-interstitial clusters in crystalline Si is presented based on extensive
combined Metropolis Monte Carlo, tight-binding molecular dynamics, and density-functional theory calcula-
tions. New stable structures for small interstitial clusters �In ,5�n�16� are determined, showing that the
compact geometry appears favored when the cluster size is smaller than 10 atoms �n�10�. The fourfold-
coordinated dodecainterstitial �I12� structure with C2h symmetry is identified to serve as an effective nucleation
center for larger extended defects. This work provides the first theoretical support for earlier experiments which
suggest a shape transition from compact to elongated structures around n=10.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There have been significant efforts to understand the fun-
damental behavior of Si interstitial defects created by bom-
bardment with energetic dopant ions, due to their crucial role
in defining ultrashallow pn junctions for ever smaller semi-
conductor device fabrication. Single Si interstitials are highly
mobile even at room temperature.1,2 Hence, in bulk Si, self-
interstitials are likely to remain in the form of clusters or
interstitial-impurity complexes. The formation and structure
of rodlike �311� defects have been well characterized by
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
�HRTEM�.3–5 In addition, a series of recent spectroscopy
measurements6–11 have evidenced existence of small com-
pact self-interstitial clusters before they evolve into larger
extended defects. In ultrashallow junction formation with
low-energy implanted dopants, such small interstitial clusters
are thought to be a main source for free interstitials respon-
sible for dopant transient enhanced diffusion and agglomera-
tion during postimplantation thermal treatment.12–24 Hence,
significant experimental and theoretical efforts25–41 have
been made to determine the structure and stability of small
self-interstitial clusters as well as their growth to larger ex-
tended defects, yet still unclear.

Earlier inverse model studies42,43 based on experimental
observations of the spatial and temporal evolution of ex-
tended defect distribution in ion-implanted Si suggested the
occurrence of structural transition between small compact
clusters and larger extended defects when the cluster size is
around 10 atoms. This prediction has been supported by a
series of low-temperature photoluminescence �PL�
studies7,9,10 which show the signatures of small compact
clusters of various sizes in ion-implanted Si upon short an-
nealing. In addition, the PL measurements demonstrate
changes in the spectra from multiple sharp peaks to broad
but distinct signatures during prolonged annealing, ascribed
to the shape evolution of self-interstitial clusters from com-
pact to extended forms. While the empirical studies are
rather limited to explicitly show the formation and atomic
structure of small compact interstitial clusters, a few previ-
ous theoretical studies30,33,40 also predicted the possibility
that a chainlike, elongated tri-interstitial cluster may play a
role for the compact-to-extended transition. Only a few small

compact interstitial clusters �In ,n=2–4� have been un-
equivocally identified by first-principles calculations.27,28,33

At present, still the atomic structure and stability of larger
compact clusters �n�5� are uncertain due largely to the pos-
sible complexity in their geometries. The lack of information
hampers revealing how small compact interstitial clusters
grow to larger extended defects.

In this paper, we present the growth and structural evolu-
tion of Si self-interstitial clusters in Si based on a combina-
tion of continuous random network model based Metropolis
Monte Carlo �CRN-MMC�, tight-binding molecular dynam-
ics �TBMD� and density-functional theory �DFT� calcula-
tions. We also discuss the growth of extended �311� defects
from the small clusters.

II. CALCULATION METHODS

All atomic structures and energies reported herein were
calculated using a plane-wave basis set pseudopotential
method within the generalized gradient approximation of
Perdew and Wang �GGA-PW91� �Ref. 44� to density-
functional theory, as implemented in the well-established VI-

ENNA AB INITIO SIMULATION PACKAGE �VASP�.45 Vanderbilt-
type ultrasoft pseudopotentials46 were used for core-electron
interactions. Outer electron wave functions are expanded us-
ing a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic-energy cutoff of
160 eV. The Brillouin-zone sampling was performed using
the �2�2�2� Monkhorst-Pack mesh. We used the supercell
approach for the defect calculations, with a fixed Si lattice
constant of 5.460 Å as obtained from volume optimization.
Special care was taken to ensure that each supercell size is
large enough to accommodate a given interstitial cluster with
no significant interaction with its periodic images. For each
defect system, all atoms were fully relaxed using the conju-
gate gradient method until residual forces on constituent at-
oms become smaller than 5�10−2 eV /Å. For TBMD simu-
lations, semiempirical potentials developed by Lenosky et
al.47 were used. A Keating �KT�-like valence bond model48

was employed for CRN-MMC calculations. Within the
Keating-like valence force model, the strain energy �Estrain� is
given as
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Estrain =
1

2�
i

kb�bi − b0�2 +
1

2�
i,j

k��cos �ij − cos �0�2,

where bi is the ith bond length and �ij is the bond angle
between bonds i and j, and the equilibrium and force con-
stants are bo=2.365 Å, �0=109.5°, kb=11.976 eV /Å2 and
k�=2.097 eV. A detailed description of KT parameter opti-
mization can be found elsewhere.41

III. RESULTS AND DISUCSSION

A. Determination of small compact clusters

For the sake of comparison, we first determined the
lowest-energy configurations of the single-, di-, tri-, and tet-
rainterstitial clusters in the neutral state. Our calculations
show the ground-state �110�-split, C1h, C2, and D2d struc-
tures for I, I2, I3 and I4, respectively, as also predicted by
previous theoretical studies.25,27,28,33 Here it is worth pointing
out that our CRN-MMC calculations consistently predict the
fourfold-coordinated C2 and D2d configurations for I3 and I4,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1, irregardless of the initial
positions of interstitials so long as they are placed reasonably
close to each other. This indicates the effectiveness of the
CRN-MMC approach for determining fourfold defect struc-
tures in which all atoms have fourfold coordination.

Figure 2 shows minimum-energy structures which we
have identified for I5− I12 using a combination of CRN-
MMC, TBMD, and DFT-GGA calculations. For each cluster
size, we first constructed possible fourfold-coordinated struc-
tures using CRN-MMC simulations, followed by TBMD
simulations at high temperatures ��1000 K� to check their
thermal stability. Then, using DFT-GGA calculations we re-
fined the geometries of the identified stable clusters, and
compared their formation energies to determine the lowest-
energy configuration among them. The combined approach
has been proven to successfully determine minimum-energy
configurations for Si self-interstitial clusters �In ,n�3�, par-
ticularly when they prefer fourfold coordination.41 Here, for

FIG. 1. �Color online� Ground state configurations for �a�
single-, �b� di-, �c� tri-, and �d� tetrainterstitial defects in Si. Grey
�gold� balls indicate more distorted atoms than the rest of the lattice
atoms �in white�. Corresponding defect symmetries are also
indicated.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Pre-
dicted minimum-energy configu-
rations for �a� penta-, �b� hexa-,
�c� hepta-, �d� octa-, �e� ennea-, �f�
deca-, �g� hendeca-, �h�
dodecainterstitial defects in Si.
For each defect, the left and right
panels show two different views,
as indicated. The symmetry of
each defect is also indicated. Grey
�gold� balls represent more dis-
torted atoms than the rest of the
lattice atoms �in white�.
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each cluster size we only present the lowest-energy state
among several local minima identified from our extensive
search. Other stable structures can be found elsewhere.41

Our results show that small interstitial clusters tend to
favor compact structures, but the compact geometry is no
longer favorable when the cluster size is greater than 10 in-
terstitials. All atoms in the hendecainterstitial �I11� �Fig. 2�g�	
and dodecainterstitial �I12� �Fig. 2�h�	 clusters are fourfold
coordinated, and they are elongated along the �110	 direc-
tion. While the I11 cluster exhibits a somewhat asymmetric
shape, the I12 structure is perfectly symmetric and less
strained. The I12 structure has a mirror symmetry with re-
spect to the �110� plane �perpendicular to the C2 rotation axis
along the �110	 direction�. Having four interstitials in each
unit, the core part �Fig. 5�a�	 is characterized by four adja-
cent six-membered rings surrounded by five-, six-, and
seven-membered rings. The �110� edge atoms are also four-
fold coordinated, and their bond angles and lengths vary
from 98.8° to 128.2° and from 2.243 to 2.348 Å, respec-
tively; insignificantly deviate from the equilibrium values of
109.5° and 2.365 Å in crystalline Si. The I12 formation en-
ergy is predicted to be 1.60 eV per interstitial, which is sub-
stantially lower than 3.80 eV for the �110�-split single inter-
stitial.

We also find that the octainterstitial �I8� cluster �compris-
ing two stable compact I4 clusters� is very stable. For the
lowest-energy I8 structure, two intact I4 structures are placed
next to each other along the �110	 direction, as shown in Fig.
2�d�. The I4− I4 alignment with C2v symmetry yields two
eight-membered rings in the middle, which turns out to
lower the induced strain, compared to two isolated I4 clus-
ters. While there is an energy variation with the I4− I4
alignment,41 the predicted ground-state structure of I8 is
about 0.71 eV, more favorable than the case where two I4
clusters are fully separated.

Due to the high thermal stability of the I4 and I8 struc-
tures, the pentainterstitial �I5� �Fig. 2�a�	 and enneainterstitial
�I9� clusters �Fig. 2�e�	 favor the I4+ I and I8+ I geometries,
respectively, where the additional single interstitial is located
near their host I4 or I8 cluster. For the hexainterstitial �I6�
�Fig. 2�b�	 and heptainterstitial �I7� clusters �Fig. 2�c�	, the
combined I4+ I2 and I4+ I3 configurations appear energeti-
cally favored, with energy gains of 1.16 and 0.37 eV, respec-
tively, over their fully separated counterparts, i.e., isolated I2,
I3, and I4 accordingly. Similarly, a stable I8+ I2 configuration
is identified for the decainterstitial �I10� cluster, but turns out
to be 0.36 eV less favorable than the stable fourfold-
coordinate structure as shown in Fig. 2�f�. Our calculations
also predict the I8+ I3 and I8+ I4 structures to be 0.93 and
1.59 eV, less stable than the elongated, fourfold-coordinated
I11 and I12 structures, respectively.

B. Compact-to-elongated transition

Figure 3 summarizes the calculated formation energies of
small interstitial clusters. Here the formation energy per in-
terstitial �Ef�n�	 is given by:

Ef�n� = �E�n + N� – �1 + n/N� � E�N��/n ,

where E�n+N� and E�N� are the total energies of N-atom
supercells with a n-interstitial cluster and with no defect,

respectively. The predicted values of 3.80, 2.79, 2.06, and
1.85 eV, respectively, for the I, I2, I3, and I4 clusters are close
to those from previous DFT-GGA calculations.28,33 The pre-
dicted formation energies exhibit an oscillating trend as the
cluster size varies, with strong minima at n=4 and 8, consis-
tent with inverse modeling of experiments.42,43

When n�8, as can seen in Fig. 3, the compact clusters
are more stable than �or at least comparable to� the chainlike,
elongated clusters �where a dumbbell interstitial is added to
the previously relaxed cluster in the series, see Ref. 30�. Our
study also implies that the compact configurations would be
hard to be transformed to the well-ordered chainlike configu-
rations by fully destroying the stable fourfold I4 structure.
That is, our TBMD simulation at 1100 K shows that the I4
+ I structure remains nearly unchanged for over 20 ps,
whereas the I3 compact cluster easily collapses when it cap-
tures an additional interstitial, which would further rearrange
to the stable I4 structure. This suggests that the stable I4 and
I8 compact clusters would kinetically and/or thermodynami-
cally hamper the formation of small chainlike clusters �n
�10�. When n�10, the elongated geometry becomes more
stable than the compact shape, although it commonly con-
sists of strained �110� edges which make it less favorable for
smaller clusters. Our results are consistent with earlier ex-
periments which suggested the occurrence of the compact to
elongated transition at n
10.42,43

Based on the calculation results, we discuss the nucleation
and growth of large, extended defects. One possible mecha-
nism may involve evolution from the fourfold compact to
chainlike elongated structures at n
10, followed by the cap-
ture of additional interstitials at �110� edges. Another growth
mechanism may involve the elongated fourfold I11 and I12
clusters identified in this work. When n�10, given the well-
ordered structure with high thermal stability we hardly ex-

FIG. 3. Calculated formation energies per interstitial �Ef� of
interstitial clusters shown in Figs. 1 and 2 �indicated as ”This
work”� as well as chainlike elongated structures �indicated as
“Chainlike”� as a function of cluster size �n�. For the chainlike case,
the atomic structures from Ref. 30 were recalculated within DFT-
GGA. To minimize possible interactions between a defect and its
periodic images, we carefully evaluated the formation energies by
changing the supercell size, i.e., 192+n, 400+n, 480+n, 560+n,
and 672+n atom supercells, where n is the number of interstitials,
for I1− I2, I3− I6, I7− I10, I11− I13, and I14− I16 clusters �This work�,
while 400+n, 480+n, 560+n, and 640+n atom supercells, respec-
tively, for I3− I4, I5− I6, I7− I8, and I9− I10 �Chainlike�.
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pect interconversion between the elongated fourfold-
coordinated clusters �this work� and the chainlike ones.

Figure 4 �upper left panel� shows the local strain field
around the fourfold I12 cluster and the isosurfaces of occu-
pied orbitals near the Fermi level �as indicated in the DOS
plot, upper right panel�. The larger strain and the isosurface
near the �110� edges indicate that they are more active than
the �311� and �233� edges. Our TBMD simulations indeed
demonstrate that an additional interstitial placed around the
I12 cluster is preferentially captured at either �110� edge to
form the fourfold I13 cluster. Figure 4 also shows the
minimum-energy configurations for I14, I15, and I16 clusters
�which have fourfold coordination�, grown from the I12 clus-
ter. The I13, I14, I15, and I16 formation energies per interstitial
are predicted to be 1.63, 1.63, 1.60, and 1.50 eV, respec-
tively. Note that the I16 structure with C2h symmetry is the
extended form of I12 with an additional core unit in the �110	
direction. By capturing additional interstitials, the interstitial
defect further grows preferentially along the �110	 direction.
The result suggests that I12 can serve as an effective nucle-
ation center for the growth of larger extended defects.

C. Growth to {311} extended defects

We finally look at the possible link of the small fourfold
and chainlike clusters to extended defects with a �311� habit

plane. In Fig. 5, we compare the I12-like ��a�, which repre-
sents the core structure of the fourfold I12 and I16 clusters
identified in this work	 and chainlike ��b�	 core structures
with a probable �311� core structure ��c�	. The �311� core
consists of four six-membered rings in the middle layer and
six five- and six seven-membered rings in the outer layers, as
proposed by earlier studies.49–51 Other �311� core configura-
tions have also been predicted,30,49–52 but somewhat similar
to the structure considered here. For understanding the link
between small clusters and �311� defects, hence it might be
unnecessary to consider other possible �311� core configura-
tions.

For each repeating unit, the I12-like and �311� cores con-
sist of four interstitials, while the chainlike one has two.
Compared to the I12-like core, the chainlike and �311� cores
are twice longer in the �110� and �233� direction, respec-
tively. The I12-like and �311� cores exhibit a trace of �311�-
habit plane when they are repeatedly placed along the �233�
direction, but the chainlike one does not. In addition, trans-
formation from the I12-like to �311� core can be expected via
structural relaxation in the �233� direction. However, it ap-
pears rather unlikely that the stable chainlike core would
reconfigure to the �311� core, particularly considering its
twice longer length in the �110� direction. That is, the
chainlike→ �311� reconfiguration requires that the chainlike
structure should shrinks by half in the �110� direction while
stretching to twice in the �233� direction, which is expected
to hardly occur. The less dense �311� core is found to be
more relaxed than the I12-like core, as evidenced by its lower
formation energy. The predicted formation energies of the
�311�, I12-like and chainlike cores are 1.11, 1.29, and 1.28
eV, respectively, provided the cores are infinitely long in the
�110� direction, as shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Minimum energy structures for I12− I16

clusters, which illustrates a preferred growth along the �110	 direc-
tion when n�10. The strain energy distribution around the I12 clus-
ter is also shown at three different levels �high ��0.25 eV�
=black �blue�, medium �0.15–0.25 eV�=grey �gold�, low
��0.15�=white, based on strain energy values from KT potential
calculations	, together with the isosurfaces of occupied orbitals near
Fermi level �EF�, as indicated �shaded region� in the total density of
state �TDOS� plot in the upper right panel. Here, the Fermi level is
positioned at the top of the collection of electron energy levels.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Three different defect core structures
which are infinitely long in the �110� direction: �a� I12-like �as
shown for the fourfold I12 cluster identified in this work�; �b� chain-
like; �c� �311�. Grey �gold� balls indicate more distorted atoms than
the rest of the lattice atoms �in white�.
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For the sake of comparison, we also examine the relative
stability of I12 and I16 clusters with the �311� core state, as
the �311� core is energetically more stable than the I12-like
core. As shown in Fig. 6�c�, the �110� edges can be fourfold
coordinated, while each edge initially contains two dangling
bonds. The fourfold coordination lowers the I12 formation
energy by 1.1 eV, over the initial structure with dangling
bonds. Using CRN-MMC simulations we also confirm that
the fourfold edges can favorably be formed for larger clus-
ters with the �311� core structure. However, we find that the
edge structure is more strained than that with the I12-like core
�Fig. 6�a�	. For the I12 and I16 clusters, our calculations pre-
dict the �311�-core containing structures �with Ci symmetry�
to be 1.4 and 0.8 eV, less favorable than the I12-like core
containing ones.

Figure 7 shows the relative stability of larger clusters with
the I12-like, chainlike, and �311� cores which we approximate
using Ef�n�= �Ef

end+ �n−n/�Ef
c� /n, where Ef

end is the �110�
edge energy, Ef

c is the core energy per interstitial for the
infinitely elongated structure, and n/ indicate the number of
edge atoms. For the I12-like and �311� cases, taking the core
formation energies of Ef

c=1.29 and 1.11 eV, the correspond-
ing edge energies are estimated to be Ef

end=8.74 and 11.62
eV, respectively, as fitted for I12 and I16. Note that both cases
have four edge atoms, i.e., n/=4. Similarly, for the chainlike

case we obtain Ef
c=1.28 eV and Ef

end=6.83 eV, where n/

=2 �the chainlike structure has two edge atoms�. According
to the result, the �311� core structure becomes favored when
the cluster size is greater than 20 atoms, below which the
I12-like core containing structure appears prevailing. This
suggests a possible structural relaxation from the I12-like to
the �311� core state as the interstitial defect grows larger than
n
20 along the �110� direction.

We also construct an extended defect with a �311� habit
plane by repeatedly placing the �110� elongated structure
�with the �311� core� along the �233	 direction. The predicted
formation energy per interstitial is Ef���=0.89 eV, in good
agreement with 0.7–1.4 eV as reported for extended �311�
defects by previous studies.53 A further investigation is un-
derway to understand atomistic mechanisms regarding how
extended �311� defects grow in the �110� and �233� direc-
tions.

IV. SUMMARY

We have determined stable compact geometries for small
interstitial clusters �n�10�, demonstrating that stable I4 and
I8 compact clusters would kinetically or/and thermodynami-
cally inhibit the formation of chainlike, elongated clusters.
When the cluster size is greater than 10 atoms, our calcula-
tions show that elongated structures become more favorable
energetically, although they commonly consist of highly
strained �110� edges which make them less favorable for

FIG. 6. �Color online� Minimum energy configurations for the
�110� edges of �a� I12-like, �b� chainlike, and �c� �311�-core contain-
ing clusters which are elongated along the �110	 direction. Black
�blue� balls indicate highly distorted atoms in the �110� edges, and
gray �gold� balls represent more distorted atoms than the rest of the
lattice atoms �in white�.

FIG. 7. Predicted formation energies per interstitial of I12-like,
chainlike, and �311� core containing interstitial clusters as a func-
tion of size �n� using Ef�n�= �Ef

end+ �n–n/�Ef
c� /n, where Ef

end is the
�110� edge energy, Ef

c is the core energy per interstitial for the
infinitely elongated structure, and n/ is the number of edge atoms.
The I12-like represents the core structure of the fourfold I12 and I16

clusters identified in this work, the chainlike indicates the core
structure that consists of dumbbell interstitials as also described in
Fig. 3, and the �311� represents the �311� core structure in which all
atoms are fourfold coordinated �see the text�. Here, the edge ener-
gies were obtained by fitting to DFT-GGA values for the formation
energies of smaller clusters, i.e., I12 and I16 for the I12-like and �311�
cases while I8, I9 and, I10 for the chainlike case. The predicted
values are based on Ef

c=1.29, 1.28, and 1.11 eV and Ef
end=8.74,

6.83, and 11.62 eV for the I12-like, chainlike and �311� cases, re-
spectively, and n/=4 for the I12-like and �311� cases and n/=2 for
the chainlike case.
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smaller clusters. In particular, the newly discovered fourfold-
coordinated I12 state is found to serve as an effective nucle-
ation center for large extended defects. For the first time, this
theoretical work provides explicit support for earlier experi-
ments which suggested the occurrence of the compact to
elongated transition at n
10. In addition, the predicted for-
mation energies per interstitial exhibit an oscillating trend
with strong minima when n=4 and 8, while decreasing with
cluster size in general, consistent with earlier inverse model
studies based on experiments. While the fourfold I12-like
core is energetically less favorable than a typical �311� defect
core, our theoretical study suggests the possible occurrence

of further structural relaxation from the I12-like to the �311�
core state as the interstitial defect grows larger than n
20
along the �110� direction.
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